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Today, new leadership and demand-driven technologies are driving smart homes, moving the industry to
the next level. The key is to merge the artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) technologies
with the IoT and cloud-based computing technologies to ensure that smart homes truly benefit the end

users, while improving the delivery of network services at a lower cost. The key to enabling this
transition is the new generation of IoT devices, products, and services that enable intuitive connectivity
between the real and virtual worlds. However, capturing the potential of IoT in the smart home market is

more than just pushing these capabilities in the right direction—it’s about how the end users, service
providers, and IoT industry as a whole can work together to reap the benefits of smart homes. ]]>By:

Gooddata Sat, 23 Oct 2015 11:30:17 +0000 In 2015, the smart home market has finally started to show
some signs of progress. But even as we close in on the 2016 holiday shopping season, smart home

technology’s footprint is still in its embryonic stage. Smart home startups, incumbent product makers,
and top app makers are all working to close this gap in the market, and further down the road it seems

like smart home tech is going to be a big part of consumer technology. […] ]]>Q: Iterating Through
df.combinations() ValueError: n must be a list or tuple of length 2 I have a dataframe with 3 columns:

"time","number",and "coordinate" I have a function(iterate through combinations) that takes in number
of columns and put it inside a dictionary(the second column is used for "label" and the last column is

used as "dimension" and this iterates through the combinations) def FeatureCounts(ncols): f = {}
print(df.shape) for k in range(len(df.columns)): f[
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